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Editorial

Great Place to Grow: Creating Positive Organisation Dynamics
Social physics claims to be a new science*. It takes big data to
a whole new level. Tracking human behaviour is a fascination
for many of us but getting to understand what really drives
what we do has been more about conjecture and inference
than hard data. Now a group in MIT is taking social media,
buying behaviour, data on feelings and emotions, data on our
movements and mashing it together to see what most drives
our behaviour. Their early conclusions are challenging:
• We overestimate the extent to which we decide what we do
• We are more strongly influenced by others than we
previously thought
• Personality is a factor but not as strong as our peer groups
in shaping our behaviour – as they say, if everyone is eating
doughnuts in the office you’ll probably have one too
• Innovation and creativity is strongly influenced by the flow
of ideas in the organisation.
Facebook’s controversial recent experiment on the impact of
positive vs negative messages on behaviour gives another
example of the extent to which the social or social media
environment influences our actions, thoughts and feelings.
In this edition of The OE we focus on the positive organisation
dynamics that shape performance at work. It is about the
nature of work itself, freedoms to act, the flow of ideas,
different notions of leadership and control: how to balance
freedom with accountability. The discretionary effort we’ve
often discussed in this journal is driven by both intrinsic
motivation, and, the passion and belief that come from
creating the right organisation dynamics.

Our guest author, Mark Brown sets out his five C’s that drive
innovation and creativity in the workplace. Readers also have
the opportunity to complete an online tool to assess various
dimensions of culture and how your organisation compares to
current UK norms.
The phases of organisational existence each brings its own
strengths and crises. Ann Gammie and Chris Legge look at
how organisations continue to grow by adopting appropriate
leadership approaches at each key stage and growing their
people as individuals and as a collective capability. They
explore the role of ‘energy-releasing leaders’ in engaging the
business to deliver success and the notion of ‘mastery’ as a
perpetual journey along the growth curve.
Organisation dynamics is reawakening interest in self-managed
work groups and in Susan Carroll and Gary Ashton’s article we
are delighted to share some of the early findings of our research
into autonomous teams. How do we create an environment
with the right balance of freedom and responsibility?
Finally, Mark Goodridge writes about a topic close to his heart - the
impact (both positive and negative) of rules in the dynamic
organisation. He writes about the ‘tyranny of rules’ and their
unique ability to drive out life and dynamism when taken too far…
We hope you enjoy this edition and, as always look forward to
your feedback!

Martyn Sakol

MARTYN SAKOL
Managing Partner

* “Social Physics: How Good Ideas Spread – the Lessons from a New Science” by Alex Pentland, MIT (January 2014) Penguin Press
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Better Lives, Better Organisations, Better World
by MARK BROWN
It’s the best of times.

Better Organisations

Better Lives

Many organisations live no longer than 30-40 years. Many
perish shortly after birth or in early infancy. Young organisations
that survive often exhibit a number of characteristics:

For any organisation to thrive their people need to be ‘on fire’.
At a recent meeting I had with one of the five founders of
Innocent Drinks, Dan Germain said that ‘… whereas people in
many organisations may be 35% or so engaged and creative, at
Innocent we are 100% ‘on fire’. And my job is to keep us so’.

• Risk-taking is normal
• There is little money
• There are no organisational charts - everyone mucks in,
everyone does everything
• The founding team may come from very diverse
backgrounds
• There are no rules or systems.

An organisation is only going to thrive if its people are alive,
engaged, ‘crazy about work’. We no longer want ‘homo
mechanicus’, ‘hands only’, we want ‘on fire’, ‘crazy’, creative,
can-do and customer obsessed homo sapiens who can bring
their whole self, body, brain and soul to work.

However, organisations that have gone past their 'prime' often
manifest the opposite characteristics:

And it’s these:

• Risk-taking is discouraged
• The organisation is usually wealthy
• Organisational charts are (amazingly) complex and people
can be very fussy about protecting their particular box,
their 'turf'
• Employees are less diverse, more of a certain type, in the UK
often predominantly ‘male and pale’
• There are explicit detailed rules, procedures and also invisible
or implicit rulebooks going back decades describing the
rituals and 'the way we do things around here' - many of
which are now out-of-date.

‘Crazy about work’
Creative
Can-do
Caring
folk who create better organisations by moving them to and
keeping them in ever greater ‘prime’ condition.

Diagram 1: The Psychological Age of the Beast

Of course, different parts of any organisation can be at different
points on the lifecycle curve.
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The Ambidextrous Organisation
The lifecycle illustration overleaf is based on the excellent work
of lchak Adizes, one of the world's leading experts on
improving the performance of business and government1.
What any organisation needs to thrive forever at 'prime' is the
best of both lists of characteristics. The ever better organisation
needs to have the best of the left and the right sides of the
lifecycle - or the left and right 'hands'.
The right hand is often associated with what is correct, orderly,
systematic and predictable. If you don’t look after the right
hand you may well die today.
The left hand is more associated with experimentation,
creativity, innovation and is less predictable. And if you don’t
look after the left hand you will die tomorrow.
Any organisation, if it is to thrive short, medium and long term,
needs characteristics of both hands. It needs the best of control
and creativity.

More Right-Hand:
• OD (as in 'overdose') - don't do these things - injunctions
and prohibitions - critical safety and health issues - don't kill
people; critical money issues - don't run out of cash. Don't
steer your ship onto those rocks

More Left-Hand:
• 3D ('outside the box', discontinuous, revolutionary thinking)
– business as unusual, doing new and 'different' things to
delight and enchant your customers and other stakeholder
• 4D (redefines your world, a fundamental shift) - a new world
is emerging and you need to spot it early to stay alive - or, if
you want to be really 'can-do', you create this new order.
Every organism and organisation needs to be smart around OD
and 1D - otherwise you perish fast - and may kill people too. If
the world were static, OD and 1D would suffice to survive. In a
more demanding, changing or challenging world, you need to
do the OD/1D AND look after 2D, 3D and very possibly 4D.
When and how much you do of each 'D' depends on how your
environment is changing. And obviously you also need to think
about how much of each 'D' you want to bring to each and
every part of an organisation.
And you may want to think about the extent to which to
engage some or all of your people in thinking creatively around
2D, 3D, even 4D. There can be a real tension between some, or
even each, of the 'D's. 1D is 'Don't sit there, DO something'. 3D,
on the other hand, is 'Don't just do something, SIT there'. And
you never want to see mistakes or failures in the OD or 1D areas.
These mistakes and errors can be 'disastrous' and involve
untold damage. These are 'stupid' or 'catastrophic' mistakes.

• 1D (simple straight line thinking) – business as usual,
routine activities that you want to run efficiently and
effectively, like 'clockwork' - the best of Swiss railways

continued overleaf...

• 2D ('within the box', incremental, evolutionary thinking) doing everything you do 'better' to delight your customers
and all other stakeholders.

Diagram 2: The ‘Left’ and ‘Right’ Hand of the Organisation
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Better Lives, Better Organisations, Better World

Any organisation, if it is to thrive short,
medium and long term, needs
characteristics of both hands. It needs
the best of control and creativity
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If you are to have a culture that also nurtures the new, you also
need people to be trying things out in the areas of 2D and 3D.
And because these are experiments, some will succeed and
some will fail. Such successes are great. Such failures are also
valuable. These are 'glorious' mistakes and failures. You learn
and move on from these. You must be allowed to make such
mistakes. In fact if your organisation isn't having a fair number
of 2D and especially 3D mistakes and failures, you are being
complacent.
Many more mature organisational structures are more
right-handed, more 1D - they are uni-dimensional (straight
line, predominantly top down, and arguably male or
male-minded hierarchies). They are designed for productivity
and efficiency - NOW. This is fine in the short term.
However if organisations are to survive for any considerable
time, they need to be multi-dimensional, allowing for all the
'D's' - where all parts, at least some of the time, can talk openly
in a coherent way, for maximum learning, intelligence and
creativity.
Along with organisational life, often goes a very 1D frame of
mind - busy, busy, busy, fast time. People need 'time out', slow
time, serendipitous time, to be 'out of time', much more
apparently 'idle' or 'stiller mind' time, especially for 3D. Time out
is not time off.
So the primary structure of many organisations is 1D, the level
of brain arousal amongst employees encourages sharply
focused, fast, more obvious 1D thought.
Many of our more mature clients are stronger on the right hand
of efficiency, system and discipline and weaker on the left hand
of experimentation, creativity and innovation.
And to help your organisation become ever better and return to
and stay at ‘prime’ you can very usefully measure how far your
culture and climate is nurturing or killing off the left hand of
innovation. You then need to shift the climate.

4
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Diagram 3: Dolphin Index - UK norm

The ‘Dolphin Index’ is a rigorously researched climate
assessment tool that gives you a quantitative insight into the
qualitative world of culture and climate, ‘what if feels like to
work around here’.
The spider-gram above gives the current UK norm. The higher
you score on each of the dimensions (with the exception of
Stress where a mid-score is more desirable) the more people
perceive your culture to be innovative.
So if your organisation is a more mature right-handed beast
and therefore beyond ‘prime’ you can make the organisation
better by improving your scores on each of the dimensions with
the exception of Stress.
The questionnaire takes about ten minutes to score and you get
an immediate summary of how your score compares with the
current UK norm. (We are now creating norms for other
countries and industry sectors).
To try the Dolphin Index simply go to:
http://www.dolphin-index.net/oecam
Access code: oecam
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Dolphin Index Dimensions
• Commitment: The extent to which people are committed
to the organisation and work is viewed as stimulating and
engaging.
• Freedom: High freedom work environments are those in
which people are empowered to make their own decisions,
e.g. about prioritizing their work.
In low freedom
environments there is close supervision.
• Idea support: Organisational support and encouragement
for the development of new ideas and suggestions for
improvements.
• Positive relationships: Extent to which there are positive,
trusting, friendly relationships between people, rather than
negative (e.g. hostile, conflicting).
• Dynamism: Refers to whether work is exciting and dynamic,
or static and boring.
• Playfulness: Refers to levels of light-heartedness and fun in
the work place. Work environments low on playfulness may
be seen as dour and humourless.
• Idea proliferation: Extent to which other people in the work
environment are perceived as having innovative ideas about
their work.
• Stress: High stress work environments are where other
individuals are observed to be highly stressed and
encountering heavy workloads.
• Risk-taking: High risk-taking environments promote the
speed at which new ideas are implemented. Low risk taking
environments make excessive use of formal rules and
procedures.
• Idea time: Extent to which employees perceive that there is
time for developing new ideas.
• Shared view: Extent to which there is open communications
between more and less senior employees.
Work
environments where there is an 'us' culture rather than an 'us
and them' culture.
• Work recognition: Do people feel that they receive credit
and praise for their achievements? Or do they feel
undervalued?
• Pay recognition: Refers to satisfaction with pay and conditions.
Do people feel fairly remunerated for their work - or at worst,
feel exploited?
For more information about the Dolphin Index go to
http://www.dolphinindex.org

So the trick of better lives and better organisations is to nurture
the 4 Cs of people being evermore:
‘Crazy about work’
Creative
Can-do and
Caring
The business question is: What is our appetite for risk? How
much, and for how long should we invest in the improbable?

Better World – The 5th C - Conscious
Many organisations today state that they want to be a force for
good in the world and not mere money making machines.
Unilever and M&S are good examples. And to be conscious we
need to ensure that everything we do and all our innovation is
creating an ever better world.
Consumers are increasingly attracted to products and
organisations that come from an aspiration for sustainability.
Not surprisingly many organisations no longer just talk about
the must-have of any innovation, they now talk about
‘sustainable innovation’, that is innovation that is good for the
planet and all of its people.
So for organisations to be ever better and more successful they
will also need to focus on this 5th C – Conscious. Conscious
meaning caring about the customer, the employee, the
shareholder, the well-being of all people, the health of the
planet.
So more than ever before we can now enable people to have
better lives at work, in ways that allow organisations to be ever
better by being at and forever remaining at ‘prime’, in a way that
makes for a better world.
So tomorrow’s culture of world-class organisations will be
increasingly underpinned by the 5 Cs of:
‘Crazy about work’
Creative
Can-do
Caring, and
Conscious
It’s the best of times !

mark@dolphinindex.org

1. lchak Adizes, PhD. (1988). Corporate Lifecycles: how and why corporations grow and die and what to do about it. Prentice Hall, Paramus, New Jersey
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From Start-Up to Grow-Up
by ANN GAMMIE & CHRIS LEGGE
What is said about the Cambridge Phenomenon is that a
very effective eco-system has been created involving
academics, entrepreneurs and investment ‘angels’, primed
by University investment in research and buildings. This
perpetual cycle is enabled by encouraging a ‘global village’
feel, where success is driven bottom-up in a strong spirit of
collaboration. What this exudes is a culture of ‘can-do’, of
equal legitimacy in contributing and pushing for growth.

A Conscious ‘Can-Do’ Culture
Taking cues from one of the major local successes, ARM
Holdings plc, we learn that their continued business success
still rests on their attitude to failure, learning from mistakes,
hands-on pitching in, taking responsibility, with a mix of
empathy and toughness – all while setting the innovation bar
high1. As we note, there is mention of failures in this can-do
system, but reinforcing a positive spirit enables those involved
in failure to learn and adapt their ideas and approaches to
achieve better and greater outcomes – failure becomes the
springboard for improvement.
Understanding your culture and, most importantly, consciously
shaping it are critical aspects of assuring growth. Conducting
business with some appreciation of the good behaviours and
values that exist can deliver success. However they may not
always be actively connected ‘to the way business is conducted,
makes profit or delivers services’ and therefore inappropriate
cultural traits might be losing business or impacting
performance and growth opportunities.

As a new or young business, what can be done to develop this
kind of positive culture? In some ways it is simple, though it
requires effort and vigilance. Think about your organisation now
– what do people (inside and out) say about it? What are the
myths and highlights that get quoted? In other words, seeding
and feeding stories and identifiers that sum up what is best about
the organisation, is in line with what you want to be known for
and known as, and will help foster and build that culture. This
needs clear and unified leadership effort to demonstrate,
reinforce and exemplify the stories that you want to hear on
everyone’s lips.
As organisations mature, the culture develops, and if you are
mature now how do you know it is the culture you need for
continued growth and success? At OE Cam, we know the positive
impact of a culture audit to understand what exists now and the
difference made by renewed tactics for leading cultural growth.
The variances between a strong, adaptable culture compared to a
weak, rigid one might define the level of progress to be achieved.
Whilst a qualitative approach to understanding culture can
provide important insight into ‘the way that things are done
around here’, a quantitative approach which compares
employees and leaders’ current personal values and aspired
organisational culture can positively impact how leaders direct
employees and focus what they do. The right culture combined
with a strong ambition for the business wards off stifling red tape,
sustains the entrepreneurial spirit and insists on a proactive,
customer centric perspective, working across role boundaries and
in partnerships to deliver. We use a diagnostic tool called
‘Barretts Values Centre’ 2 to measure an organisation’s cultural
entropy - the amount of energy consumed in un-productive
work. This clearly illustrates the limiting values within an
organisation and where measurable bottom-line impact or
service improvement can be achieved.
So, get it right from the start and keep an eye on the balance
between excitement and learning along with consolidation, thus
ensuring an organisation culture that is agile, so that you maintain
a fast-paced, flexible and relentless pursuit of delivering success.

6
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Leaders and Tolerating Ambiguity

Effective ‘Energy-Releasing’ Leaders

What are the leadership messages in this? We worked with a
colleague who went on to study ‘Leadership in Context’ for a
PhD with the Institute of Manufacturing in Cambridge, and in
her work she identified that leaders in growing organisations
predominately tolerate ambiguity. That begs questions about
understanding capabilities, ensuring self-awareness and taking
those actions that will develop the ability to deal with
uncertainty and ambiguous situations, and yet keep moving
forward.

In the Leadership study, change in successful growing
organisations was approached consciously as either a moment
of convergence, a decision to re-orientate or a bold step to
re-create the organisation in line with the business context and
market. Leaders therefore need to continuously scan and review
the horizon and decide how bold a step to take to achieve their
ambitions. This scanning and focusing direction makes use of an
under-utilised skill; that of ‘sense-making’ by which the leaders
make sense of what is going on inside and outside their business
to define a specific, relevant option for continuing its growth.
Their next step is to ‘sense-give’ by involving their wider staff in
building the art of the possible, the journey ahead from that
initial direction. The most effective and sophisticated of the
leaders operating in this way can be described as
‘energy-releasing’ leaders – engaging their whole business in
making success happen.

In young businesses, we find that what helps is clarity about
three key things, however much the world is changing around
them:
• Ultimate business goals / aim – honestly and frankly defined
• Which stakeholders really matter (though this needs regular
review)
• The values that underpin how the organisation will operate –
what matters to us as humans.
Given the broad range of leadership teams we work with, we
know only too well just how much effort is needed to reach
conclusions on these! With the knowledge of what sort of
business you are in, the conundrums and dilemmas presented
to the leadership can be assessed against these three things and
reasonable decisions made.
There is of course the possibility of recruiting people on the
basis of their tolerance of ambiguity, though that comes with a
health warning to be sure such people are applying their style
where it is needed. Tolerating ambiguity where you need
technical precision or adherence to legal and regulatory
requirements may not work! However, it does raise the question
of what kind of people, whatever the specific technical expertise
required, you want around you, making your business work. We
are interested in the Google approach that seems to recruit as
much on the basis of personal characteristics as expertise. They
have a strong sense of the sorts of people who will deliver and
thrive.
In terms of leading and managing the growing organisation,
returning to the ARM example, in the early days, they had an
environment in which there was a stable ‘core’ of a workforce most people knew each other, they moved between roles and
the senior leaders worked hard to understand the breadth of
their business. That required recruitment and promotion on
very specific bases, in turn needing clarity about what made
ARM tick. The most effective operators demonstrated the core
technical and leadership skills but also displayed a willingness to
stretch into areas outside their current knowledge - to be
novices, to acknowledge the narrowness of their current
understanding. There are messages here about not only clearly
investing in talent and nurturing it well, but also in encouraging
sideways moves, lateral experiences, in enabling people to
change their perspective on their own organisation.

In our experience, helping leaders to better sense-make and
sense-give helps them to develop this judgement and make the
right call.
One such approach is through metaphor
development. Metaphors provide a common language and a
basis for communication within the organisation. Through
metaphor(s) an organisation develops a common language, an
understanding of the task environment and a means of
interpreting events. Metaphors are particularly useful in
communicating broad and sometimes abstract concepts such
as organisational mission and strategy and in situations
requiring novel concepts and approaches.
In businesses that are more mature or readying for sale, OE Cam
has developed sound approaches to defining, identifying and
positioning talent where it can operate best and with whom and
for developing capability in such situations. This is undertaken
with rigorous individual and collective assessment techniques,
linked to feedback, development planning and correlated to
business planning initiatives, investment and market expansion
plans. Also critical to growth is ensuring robust succession
planning as key individuals may be seconded to other parts of
the business or be ‘released’ to pursue new ventures, whilst
those who succeed must be capable of evolving the existing
business opportunities. Needless to say, pursuing new kinds of
talent requires a supportive environment to optimise the best of
old with the new – we need the tacit knowledge and expertise
accumulated over time as well as ‘new blood’ that can
reinvigorate a renewed sense of direction and focus.

An Environment with Freedom to Grow
Our client experiences indicate that such an environment is built
on active employee engagement, critical for successful and
aspiring organisations. It indicates the level of involvement
within a business as seen through the eyes and experiences of
employees.
continued overleaf...
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From Start-Up to Grow-Up
In our journal ‘Data and Decision Making’, Ann’s article ‘Where to
Find the Data that Matters’ challenges us on whether we are
attuned to measures that tell us what employees are
motivated by, engaged in doing and delivering to our
customers and stakeholders. Developing an environment with
freedom to grow goes way beyond extraneous
communication devices and forums!
Our PhD colleague also showed that effective and speedy
change in growing organisations required political freedom
and a readiness for change. This is not only about buy-in, but
it’s about making change a feature so it becomes less
frightening and more attractive. Fostering growth requires an
organisation to allow freedom to pursue projects and ideas
within a shared vision, constructive judgement of ideas and
permitting an active flow within the ‘team’.
Growing
organisations need to reduce or remove organisational
barriers/obstructions that will reign in innovation, minimise
risk taking and over critical assessment of ideas and actions
that typically challenge the status quo. Instead, we need to
nurture and value innovation and its deliverables.
This includes allowing autonomy in both the practice of work
deliverables and in the day-to-day conduct of a team’s work.
Where relevant, leaders should be stepping back and allowing
employees a greater sense of ownership and control over their
ideas - underpinned by ongoing encouragement, reference to
the vision and strategy, to key deliverables and the desired
customer experience. See Gary & Susan’s article for more on
autonomous teams.

Organisational Growth as Renewal
We are all familiar with the typical business growth curve
which alarmingly reaches its peak and then indicates decline.
What ‘growing up’ means for businesses is not only to enjoy
optimising that first business success nor to concentrate on
staving off that moment of decline, but to actively pursue
perpetual ‘new business’ in the sense of their whole business.
For each business, how they operate and achieve successive
success will be unique to them and to the nature and
characteristics of their business, the people they have on
board, their approach to talent and its use. So, it needs enough
disruption counter-balancing the momentum to conform,
settle, turn blind to changing circumstances. That applies as
much to how infrastructure is framed, defined and applied as it
does to the skills of leaders to manage diverse capabilities,
often in tension with each other.
Diagram 1 below illustrates where many businesses due to size
and/or maturity are currently focusing their growth effort – i.e.
collaboration and alliances. For some, key growth is through
collaboration; whereby teams, departments and functions
re-group to deliver projects via matrix structures. This is
supported by capable managers who understand managing
cross functional, cross business groups and other forms of
working that cut across the traditional vertical business units –
often silos - of function and geography. Growth through
alliances is realised through merger, outsourcing, networks
and other solutions involving other companies – very
prevalent at this time.

Diagram 1: “Evolution and Revolution as Organisations Grow” by Larry E Greiner, Harvard Business Review.
Greiner originally proposed this model in 1972 with five phases of growth. He added a sixth phase in May 1998.

Phase 1
“Growth Through
Creativity”

Phase 2
“Growth Through
Direction”

Phase 3
“Growth Through
Delegation”

Phase 4
“Growth Through
Co-ordination”

Phase 5
“Growth Through
Collaboration”

Phase 6
“Growth Through
Alliances”

TIME
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Diagram 2: Enacting and Rehearsing Strategy
“Supporting strategy: Frameworks, Methods and Models by O’Brien & Dyson Published by Wiley (2007)
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ORGANISATION

REHEARSING
STRATEGY

Assessing
strategic ideas

Learning from
virtual and current
performance

Learning from
current performance
measurement

Growing organisations need to reduce or remove organisational
barriers/obstructions that will reign in innovation, minimise risk taking and
demand over critical assessment of ideas and actions that typically
challenge the status quo.
Diagram 2 above suggests one way of looking at a continuous
strategic development process. This makes us think about
Richard Sennett’s book, “The Craftsman” 3, in which he describes
so well the notion of ‘mastery’, and we see its relevance especially
along this growth curve. His version of mastery is not about an
end-point, it is an eternal process of learning, growing and
developing - initially self then others, to hone, polish, diversify
and add to skills, knowledge and execution. It draws on other
masters, other perspectives and sources, always open to
challenge, mistakes and feedback in order to improve on their
craft. Running organisations has an echo of just this, not only
adapting to external and internal influences but also making use
of them in creative and diverse ways.

So, no blanket answers or responses to growing up
successfully… Any support, advice or plan for addressing the
crunch-points and need to change must be tailored, indeed
co-created, consciously and boldly. In our many collective years
working as consultants, the OE Cam team knows so well the
need for understanding the local and situational context, the
ambitions and goals of the leaders, their aspirations and goals
for the future, the nature, shape and potential of the workforce –
as the means by which we craft solutions that will work and
make a genuine difference.
The first step to renewing that sense of start-up and adventure
wholly relies on the existence of the will and ambition of the
most senior leadership team. Are you up for this?

ann.gammie@oecam.com
chris.legge@oecam.com

1. Based on discussions at the OE Cam breakfast in November 2013 with guest speaker, Tudor Brown, one of the founding members of ARM & former Chief Operating Officer.
2. Richard Barrett, Barrett Values Centre http://www.valuescentre.com
3. “The Craftsman” by Richard Sennett (2009) Penguin
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Teams Reimagined
by SUSAN CARROLL & GARY ASHTON
Microsoft UK has a Chief Envisioning Officer (Dave Coplin)
whose job it is to ‘reimagine’ business from a technology
perspective. In his book ‘Business Reimagined 1 ’, he looks at
a future working environment based on collaborative and
flexible working and on technology that, used correctly,
liberates rather than constrains.

So how can we create the right environment that provides
teams with an appropriate level of freedom to deliver the
corporate objectives and grow the business? To answer this,
OE Cam, along with our European consulting partners in ACE 3
is currently conducting a piece of research into Autonomous
Teams.

Although Microsoft is a ‘born digital’ company, part of its fabric
(like many other technology organisations) is to continually
reinvent itself to stay current. The company recently
announced a further evolution of its business to update not
just the organisational structure but its underlying culture too.
Because of the pace of continual change, people who can
bring in new thinking or can stimulate it are highly valued. So
too are teams within the organisation that create a new way
forward in addition to reacting and responding to internal and
external developments.
Many of these teams are
multi-generational and increasingly ‘self-managed’ - as too
much happens too quickly to be overly managed in the
traditional sense.

From our research so far, some of the themes emerging are
around mentoring rather than managing, focusing on output,
being guided by the customer, and building up a high level of
trust between team members.

Freedom or Anarchy?
So how do we ensure that these new teams, that need more
freedom to operate, are productive and contribute to the
growth of the organisation? Managers are often concerned
about how to engage and harness Generation Y’s creative
power, fearing that they are somehow different and not
controllable. With all this freedom, is there a risk that the
workplace becomes more like a playground with teams adding
no real value to the business?
Just how different are Generation Y’s needs to those of the rest of
us from a collaborative and team perspective? Barrett Values
research conducted by Hannah Lee 2 suggests that personal and
work values held across the generations may not be as different
as we think. Teamwork, Work-life Balance and Learning
Opportunities being at least three of the values that are shared
across the generations. So rather than focusing on generational
differences, Lee suggests focusing on these ‘generational
linkages’. Certainly this is borne out at Microsoft, where a blend
of experience and knowledge transfers occurs across the
generations. The company has a broad age demographic and is
certainly not just made up purely of ‘the 20 somethings’. The
age range is diverse and quite evenly spread.
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Mentors Not Managers
Hannah Lee’s values research states that coaching and
mentoring is a core value shared across the generations. One
of the young interns we spoke to in our research explained that
his manager acts as a coach/mentor but does not specifically
tell him how to do things. This also meets the ‘freedom’ value.
He felt that being guided and enabled to think for himself was
the main reason he was learning so quickly. He is a technology
specialist and his manager has a different skill set so is unable
to specifically tell him how to do his job. But his manager is
highly creative and knowledgeable about the business so can
guide the bigger picture and give him a vision.
Once he knows what he needs to achieve, he’s left alone to get
there. Their working relationship suits them both well. If he
needs help, he is trusted to ask. If he doesn’t deliver, he is then
more closely managed so he learns another way to do
something. This may involve needing to network and discover
others with different skills and collaborating outside his
workgroup. If the workload seems too much, other team
members will then come in to help (or indeed those he newly
collaborates with). He explained that his role is highly visible
so it’s also this level of visibility that encourages him to deliver
high quality, timely, outputs. He explained that due to the
trust the team has in him, he feels particularly responsible and
accountable for meeting his objectives and therefore he
focuses more.
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Focus on Output

Guided by the Customer

Rather than being heavily managed or having a strong
hierarchy, a common environmental condition to enable
self-managed teams to thrive anywhere is that organisations are
more democratised with a high degree of collaboration. And
they focus on what the output needs to be, rather than the
process of getting there or the number of hours worked per day.
The overall objectives are made very clear by the leadership
allowing teams to work with each other to produce a framework
of how to reach them. Between them a joint way forward is
agreed. Timeframes must be met but how team members get
there and meet deadlines is up to them.

We are also finding that team members need to understand not
just their own market but be prepared to flex to customer
requirements that can shift rapidly. Particularly in fast moving
markets, being guided by the customer and having the agility to
act are essential. The customer is seen as the team’s guide rather
than the manager, ensuring priorities are changed and work
rearranged to deliver for the external customer, rather than the
internal hierarchy.

As many self-managed teams are virtual (brought together to
deliver a single project for example) and may be globally
dispersed, it is not possible for everyone to sit together in the
same office. However, roles and responsibilities are made clear,
as is the ultimate goal to be reached.
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Teams Reimagined

With all this freedom, is there a risk that the workplace becomes more
like a playground with teams adding no real value to the business?

Earning the Right to Freedom and Growth

High Levels of Trust
For the people we spoke to, autonomous working is most
successful when there is a high level of trust. This is also
reflected in Coplin’s writing. Trust is built up in a number of
ways. Within self-managed teams it appears to stem from the
relationships that are built up and the level of commitment
people have regardless of their age group. Within the team it’s
getting to know people, observing their track record of
delivering what they say they’re going to deliver, their ability to
communicate what they’re delivering and knowing from past
experience that they are reliable in terms of follow-through.
Their output matches or exceeds expectations. If this is
consistent, trust is built up and team bonds become stronger.
A greater understanding of team strengths and weaknesses is
built up and greater willingness to rely on others occurs as a
consequence. Within Microsoft, to support this behaviour, the
performance management process rewards individuals not
just for achieving their own commitments but for collaborating
with others and building on others’ ideas/best practices.
Another aspect of trust emerging with the rise of social media
is openly sharing information rather than data hoarding.
Culturally speaking, sharing data is commonplace within
self-managed teams and underpins collaboration. Rather than
being frightened by an enormous pool of unwieldy and often
subjective data, finding more intelligent ways to work with it
and respond enables agility in staying ahead. But doing this
may depend on trusting employees to become ever more
self-managed because of the immediacy and visibility some
decisions require. As Mark Brown suggests in his article, a “new
world is emerging and you need to spot it early to stay alive – or if
you want to be really ‘can-do’, you create this new order”.

If you believe that your marketplace is becoming more
dynamic and complex, then there will be a growing need to
allow teams within your business become more autonomous.
The emerging themes discussed above can help guide teams
to work with ‘lighter’ management than has hitherto been
required. But we are also aware that leaders can be concerned
about losing control and be resistant to providing that degree
of freedom. So to move in the right direction, the context of
the existing management culture, combined with the market
challenges needs to inform us on how to develop an
appropriate level of autonomy within teams. For more
traditional firms, this can mean allowing teams to earn their
right for more freedom… one step at a time.

OE Cam’s international research is ongoing with results due
in autumn 2014. If you would like to contribute or hear
more about the results, please do contact Gary or Susan on
(0)1223 269009 or by email.

susan.carroll@oecam.com
gary.ashton@oecam.com

1. ‘Business Reimagined: Why work isn’t working and what you can do about it’ by Dave Coplin (2013) Harriman House
or visit http://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/enterprise/business-reimagined/free-e-books.aspx#fbid=CWWstYnGAJt
2. Barrett Values Centre: ‘Perception of a Generation’ by Hannah Lee (2008)
3. ACE – Allied Consultants Europe research into Autonomous Teams
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The Tyranny of Rules
by MARK GOODRIDGE
I’m not one to read cookery books, when I cook I use
ingredients that I can find and combine them. A few times
the result is really good, most often ok and sometimes
awful. So when I spied an article entitled “The Tyranny of
Recipes” 1 I had to read it. It seemed like a recipe book in
fact it was anything but – great cooks know their
ingredients and how they combine and cook. The great
traditions of cooking are instinctive and have become an
‘unconscious competence’. When a particular ingredient is
missing, you put in something else and that is one of the
ways that culinary delight progresses. Baggini’s article
suggests that the massive growth in cookery books has
disabled an intuitive sense of cooking, making us over
reliant on an ever more precise set of instructions with the
consequence that without all these “rules”, we can no
longer cook.
The issue is not really about cooking. Cookery is just a good
example. The point being made is that we create recipes and
rules such that when we’re faced with a particular situation we
know how to behave. We don’t have to think about it, we follow
the rule. Of course we need rules to help govern our
interactions with one another, they are essential but we can
take rule making too far and expect too much from it. Rules
have an unintended consequence, a hidden pitfall, and that is
we don’t have to think. In so much as life presents us with
situations and problems that have already been
experienced/worked through, then rules are really helpful. The
challenge of management and in particular, senior
management is that we face new situations, new challenges,
new problems. So how do we need to react?

The Role of Rules
Typically, our response to problems and crises is to define rules
and procedures such that when the event occurs again then
everyone will know what to do; this is fine if problems are
predictable, the problem is that many are not.
Let’s think of the role of rules in the successful business.
Products and services require precise specification, as being
able to replicate it is an important feature of most products and

continued overleaf...
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we easily get into the groove of thinking that running a business is like
a complex piece of engineering, we just need to specify what we want
and the rest is down to good communications

services, the customer needs to trust you to deliver your
promise. This requires precise specification, not just of the
product, but increasingly, how it was made. Are the ingredients
and raw materials safe? Are they ethically sourced, has slave
labour created it? These require rules and specifications that
we need to make and enforce.
But when it comes to management, can future actions be so
well formulated? The whole mass of so called ‘management
learning’ with all its contradictory ideas and recipes suggest
not. Had an algorithm of management been put together then
someone would have made a fortune and the management
consulting market would have died. This, of course, does not
stop us trying to put together new recipes for good
management.
In my many years in management consulting it strikes me that
the most common solution to problems consultants examine is
to propose ever more precise rules, processes and
specifications. Governments too fall into this trap. We have an
inquiry on X and before we know it, there is a new set of rules
and codes. This is not to say that these are never appropriate
answers. My point is that we unquestioningly believe that the

solution to all complex problems is to specify how others will
behave in similar circumstances in the future. What starts out
as ‘new standards’ rapidly decay into ‘stifling bureaucracy’.

Specify and Communicate?
Let’s have a look at the often-contested question of what is
the role of the business centre. As Charles Hampden-Turner 2
pointed out we easily get into the groove of thinking that
running a business is like a complex piece of engineering, we
just need to specify what we want and the rest is down to
good communications. His spiral in Diagram 1 below typifies
the train of thoughts that lead to ever-greater degrees of rules
and policies.
In working with many organisations I’m always fascinated by
the density of rules that organisations create. When I worked
with the UK’s postal service their operating instructions filled a
small room. No human could ever comprehend them all; the
message was that whatever the situation there must be a rule
or procedure. Judgement was not encouraged. Other, highly
successful corporations seem to thrive on a corporate
rulebook of 50 pages.

Diagram 1: ‘The Role of the Centre’
Charles Hampden-Turner (1990)

The Centre makes rules

And as business becomes
more complex
so that...

Creating more
exceptions

The Role of the Centre?

Encounters exceptions to the rules, so either...

Makes more precise rules

or... Makes the decision

Leading to operating
unit resistance

Which drives
more resources
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Which require resources to
make and monitor
Places demands on
operating units to
conform to the rules

in which case...
next time there is a problem

HQ continues to make decisions
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Good Generals do not make Good Admirals
Mitsuko Uchida 3, the famous pianist whose playing I love, wrote
in 1998 a piece about cultural differences across different
European nations. She compares some of the differences in the
shaping of modern Europe with the distinction between the
General and the Admiral. She wrote:
“The sea is bigger than we are: a force of nature we can never hope
to control. You have to ride it, wait for the right wind, wait for the
tide to turn, trust to luck and occasionally take a risk”. An army
and a navy are fundamentally different. Good Generals do not
make good Admirals.
Napoleon, the greatest of all Generals, dismissed and disgraced
Admiral Bruix when he questioned an order to sail his fleet. His
deputy obeyed the command, although the wind was wrong:
20 ships were wrecked on the coast and 20,000 men drowned.
The absolute obedience which a General can command is not
appropriate at sea. The sea and the ships on it, do not obey
orders in the way that armies do. Ship Captains have to be able
to make their own judgements and take their own risks.
“The engineer differs from the trader much as the general differs
from the sea captain. The trader knows that the market is beyond
his control, that he must try and swim with the tide, take risks, be
flexible. Planning may be useful but only up to a point. In contrast,
the engineer’s ambition is to control, to plan, to organise and to
eliminate risks.”
Leading complex businesses talks more to the Admiral than the
General, more to the trader than the engineer - reading the
winds, the waves and the currents, making sense from
incomplete data and deciding action. Sailing is a better
metaphor for running a business than the set-piece battles of
the 19th century.

Judgement not Compliance
Netflix have a “Freedom and Responsibility” 4 manifesto that
sets out how they want everyone to behave. Their first value is
judgement, not compliance. In fact, the manifesto goes on to
say that responsible people thrive on freedom and are worthy
of freedom. They explicitly recognise that the more process
they put in place the more it will drive out great talent. So to
stem the growth of bureaucracy as they expand and become
more complex they see the imperative as increasing talent
density faster than complexity. They recognise the need for
rules in just two domains:

Netflix is one of a very small number of successful companies
that has grasped the rule, procedure, process and bureaucracy
nettle. The driver for Netflix is to get the best out of their
people. The staff engagement movement, the idea of the inner
worklife, all champion the idea that staff need freedoms to act
to become more engaged, more aligned and more productive.
So what can we conclude from this?
• Firstly, rules are important but there is judgement required
in business as to what extent rules can deliver performance.
They are necessary but not sufficient.
• Secondly, the more we set out the rules or process the less
we use and develop judgement we substitute rules for
wisdom. Too many rules are the enemy of judgement codification, in fact, kills judgement. We have to break the
cycle of ‘I keep on telling them how to do it but they still get
it wrong’. Beware of the lazy manager whose currency
depends upon the upholding of rules and processes.
• Thirdly, innovation and creativity do not flow from a recipe.
The effort that some organisations have put into
‘innovation processes’ rather misses the point. It is the flow
of ideas, the lateral connections, the spirit for the
unconventional that drives innovation.
• Fourthly, the alternative to rules is to build the capacity and
capability for thinking and judgement. It’s moving from the
board that asks, “how are we going to resolve this
problem?” to “how can we ensure we have the people in our
business who can resolve these problems?”. The first leads
to a new trail of instructions, the second builds the
capability for enduring progress. The coaching culture is
trying to make this shift - help people to think about the
issues rather than giving them an ever more precise path to
follow. We need to invest in developing managers to apply
judgement within directional guidelines. How can I better
build the capability to think about the problem and to use
judgement to decide how best to achieve the result?
Your framework of rules is a key driver of your organisation’s
dynamics: have too few and you are liable to fall apart, have too
many and you create reinforced concrete that prevents the
growth of people and performance.

mark.goodridge@oecam.com

- To prevent irrevocable disaster
- To uphold moral, legal, ethical issues

1. “The Tyranny of Recipes” by Julian Baggini, Prospect (Jan 2014)
2. “Charting the Corporate mind: from Dilemma to Strategy” by Charles Hampden-Turner, Oxford: Basil Blackwell (1990)
3. “Chalk and Cheese” by Mitsuko Uchida, Prospect (1998)
4. “Culture, Netflix Freedom and Responsibility” Manifesto (2009)
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Organisation Effectiveness Cambridge (OE Cam LLP) is a boutique firm of consultants who help maximise the
effectiveness of individuals, teams and organisations.
We believe that organisational effectiveness can only be improved through tackling the ‘hard’ with the ‘soft’. We
view your organisation from multiple perspectives – the behavioural, the structural, the cultural and the economic
so that we get to the essence of your challenge and deliver bespoke, feasible and sustainable solutions.
Our clients span industry sectors and international boundaries and include: Associated British Foods; AB Agri; BBC;
Carbon Trust; City & Guilds; The Coal Authority; Coller Capital; Connect Group; Daiichi Sankyo; E.ON, GE; Internet
Watch Foundation; Mundipharma; Odeon & UCI Cinemas; Primark; PRS for Music; Ryder; Simmons & Simmons;
Smiths News Group; SuperGroup; Thorntons; Travis Perkins and Yorkshire Water.
We see organisation effectiveness as a combination of organisation development and talent management:

Talent Management
• Executive Assessment - we deliver individual and team assessments to give you confidence to make strategic
people investments, including succession planning, recruitment and pre/post M&A due diligence
• Leadership Development – we define and build leadership capability to deliver your strategy. We create
learning experiences that impact the bottom line and facilitate executive teams for performance improvement
and business growth
• Executive Coaching – we have considerable experience of coaching senior managers, often in quite sensitive
situations. Through our work we know and understand the business environment, the cultures and the business
pressures. This enables us to relate to demands and uncertainties often felt in post, across different sectors,
disciplines and organisations
• Performance Management and Reward – we create the processes and skills for managers to set objectives and
measures and ensure that feedback is constructive and that achievements are properly recognised and
rewarded.

Organisation Development
• Board Development - we review and develop board effectiveness and work with executive teams on governance
and organisational impact
• Organisation Design – we create aligned, accountable and agile organisations by assessing how coherent your
organisation is now and developing options for where and how it can be improved
• Organisation Improvement - we analyse before delivering interventions that will make the business work as
intended, build collaboration and communities whilst retaining accountability and performance. We work with
teams to grow businesses, build your strategy, increase capability and implement change
• Culture Audit and Development - we change cultures to become more innovative, customer centric and
performance orientated. Using both quantitative and qualitative tools we can assess organisational and
leadership culture; compare and contrast cultural synergies, variances and determine the extent of cultural
‘entropy’. We develop systems, processes and capability to deliver cultural change.
We are a boutique consultancy, which means that your experience with us will be a personal one. We will invest the
effort to get to know you and your organisation to jointly deliver the outcome you are seeking. We are proud to be
an employee-owned company.
For more information please visit www.oecam.com or call us on +44 (0)1223 269009.
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